
Will a new baseball fly farther than an old one?

I will learn about  different techniques of hitting a baseball, how baseballs are

made, and the distance balls travel. This will help my research because I can use that

research to help my experiment. My research could also help me make a hypothesis

about my experiment.  My testable question is will a new baseball fly further when hit

than an old baseball, I want to do this project because I love baseball and I want to

know the best baseballs to buy for batting practice to get the most distance possible. I

can research what baseballs are made of, different hitting techniques, and distances

baseballs travel to create a hypothesis for my project.

How are baseballs made? This is a breakdown of how baseballs are made

“Once the cork was finished, it was placed on a revolving machine where it was

surrounded by 121 yards of gray wool, 45 yards of white wool, 53 yards of finer gray

wool, and finished with 150 yards of fine white cotton.” (“How Are Baseballs Made,”

2020) Baseballs are 9-91/4 inches around and have a mass of 5-51/4 oz (“How Are

Baseballs Made,” 2020) There are exactly 108 stitches on a baseball all hand stitched.

Baseballs have changed a lot in the last ten years. For example baseballs didn’t have

restricted flight ten years ago but as of 2020 that changed now baseballs have restricted



flight and are not able to be hit as far as they used to be.

What are different ways and absolutes of hitting a baseball? One absolute of

hitting a baseball is “Hitting against a firm front side”. (“7 Absolutes of How to Hit a

Baseball,” 2014) Some more absolutes of hitting a baseball are having your back foot

on its toe and your hands should be in a palm up palm down position. Your head should

be on the ball and your back knee, back hip, and back shoulder should be in a straight

line. One of the most important things to hit a baseball is having your head right in the

middle of your feet for more balance and power. You should also have your top arm

bent at a 90 degree angle. (“7 Absolutes of How to Hit a Baseball.” 2014) In a good

swing your back elbow is pulled in against your leg pushed out. Timing is also important

to hitting. If you have bad timing on a pitch that could cause you to swing and miss.



Good bat speed also is a part of timing however bats can also affect bat speed. For

example, my new bat is a 23 ounce bat and my old bat was 20 ounces therefore I could

swing my old bat faster however the benefit of a heavier bat is being able to hit a

baseball farther. Those are some different techniques and different ways to hit a

baseball.

Will new balls fly further than old balls? According to MLB (Major League

Baseball) “A new baseball will actually fly one to two feet shorter on balls hit.” (Mark

Feinsand, 2/9/21) The bat I will be using makes a 200 foot hit 220 feet compared to a

wood bat which would just be 200 feet. Climate can also affect how far a ball will travel.

For example in an MLB  park called “Coors Field there is an average of 272 home runs

hit a year”(James Carr, 2020) and it has a very high elevation but “Petco Park Field has

an average of 109 home runs a year”(“Petco Park Dimensions”, 2020) while the field

does not have a very high elevation. Velocity can impact distance too. For example a 90

MPH (Mile Per Hour) can be hit 368 feet but a 100 MPH fastball can be hit roughly 400

feet. Those are different techniques and ways to hit a baseball.

I have learned that a new baseball will actually fly one to two feet shorter than an old

baseball that will help me make a hypothesis about my experiment. My research was

hopefully useful to you to understand my experiment better.
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Key words: Cork is a material (Oak bark) and it is used in baseballs to make them fly

farther.

Restricted flight means the baseball is made to not fly as far as older

baseballs overall restricted flight means to make something fly a certain distance on

purpose.

Elevation means the height of something above or below sea level.

Velocity means the speed of something.


